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Course Outline.
This course aims to give an introduction to the coherence approach to probability. It is divided
into two parts: theory and applications. The first part will be taught by Giuseppe Sanfilippo
and the second part will be thought by Niki Pfeifer.

Part 1: Theory. We start by a brief critical discussion of the various approaches to prob-
ability: classical, frequentistic, axiomatic, and subjective. Then, we introduce de Finetti’s
coherence principle as a basis of subjective probability. In terms of betting, coherence means
to avoid bets which allow for sure loss. We will learn how the classical properties of (a finitely
additive) probability follow from the coherence principle. We deepen the understanding of
several selected aspects of coherence, like geometrical interpretations, penalty criterion, proper
scoring rules and probability elicitation (exploiting Bregman divergence), conditional events
and probability (including conditioning events with zero probability), logical operations among
conditional events and nested conditionals. We will discuss different notions of coherence like
generalized coherence or total coherence for imprecise probabilities. We will learn about algo-
rithms for imprecise probability and how to use mathematical software (e.g., R, CkC-package,
Matlab) for coherence checking and propagation.

Part 2: Applications. We present recent formal and experimental results on applying the
coherence principle to understand human reasoning under uncertainty. We model human in-
ference within coherence-based probability logic, which is characterised by transmitting the
uncertainty of the premises to the conclusion and how this approach relates to logical valid-
ity and Adams’ probabilistic validity. Specifically, we discuss formal and experimental work
on nonmonotonic reasoning (retracting conclusions in the light of new evidence), conditionals
(if–then statements) and compounded conditionals (e.g., if H then A and if K then B), cate-
gorical syllogisms (e.g., modus barbara, transitivity), conditional syllogisms (e.g., probabilistic
modus ponens), and argumentation (e.g., argument strength, Ellsberg-Paradox). Finally, we
also discuss the proposed approach in the light of formal epistemology.
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